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Description
Helo. Can you put an option for a max number of recordings done by an autorecord?. As now tvh keeps track and can delete files
after a period of days, is possible to get the total number of records in disk recorded by an specific autorecord and if is over a
stablished number, stop scheduling more records until some one is deleted (manually or automatically). This way, for example, we
could record "documentals about universe" but avoid to have the disk full, or record cartoons for kids but only some of them (as they
are wayyyyyy repetitive....).
Associated revisions
Revision 9580e5e7 - 2015-10-21 12:21 - Jaroslav Kysela
DVR: Add 'Maximum count' to autorec, fixes #3187

History
#1 - 2015-10-21 13:39 - Jaroslav Kysela
- Target version set to 4.2
Nice idea, it's easy to implement this. I assume that the oldest recordings will be removed when the configured threshold is reached.
#2 - 2015-10-21 13:50 - F. J.
Yes, but let the user decide if the deletions will be done automatically or manually. If the user don't allow automatic deletions then only stop
scheduling more records.
#3 - 2015-10-21 16:44 - Jaroslav Kysela
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset tvheadend|9580e5e761d45cd6bf8f9e8a67ccfe28e82924fa.
#4 - 2015-11-15 09:39 - Sander Siemonsma
Great feature. Is it possible to add this also to the digital video recorder profiles?
For example, currenlty I have a seperate profile for recording programs for the kids. After there are more then 5 recordings the oldest will be removed
by a post-processing command. Now with the maximum count I don't have to run the script anymore which is great. When this is put in the profile I
don't have to specify it anymore for each recording seperately.
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